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Abstract. The paradigm shift in the way testing is done these days can be majorly attributed to the complexities 

associated with the Internet. In recent years, website testing has appeared as a rocket to success for controlling cyber 

losses. The current invigorated wave of website and web application testing is more prudent. As a result, the testing 

industry is looking to academe for a new understanding of how testing of static and dynamic websites can be increased in 

order to reap the numerous benefits of Internet. Successful development and execution of website is not sufficient. This 

paper is situated at the nexus of a new testing tool, as an effort in that direction. The main purpose is to analyze web 

testing technologies, relate them to web security, automate the process of testing and to eventually propose a framework 

for website testing based on the study variables. 

Keywords: Parameterized Website Testing, Model-based Test Tool and Gray Box Testing. 

 

1. Introduction 

Testing is time consuming and expensive activity. Many a times it becomes a repetitive task and subject to 

human error. The possibility of unknown scenarios in web testing is more as compared to testing techniques 

for conventional applications [1].  

The exploration of the power of web testing is like a big hotspot. It needs action in terms of new innovations 

that match the emerging test requirements. The user navigates from one web page to another web page. This 

user‟s navigation can be shown with the help of navigation model. Since this model shows the flow from one 

web page to another web page, so it is also called as a page flow diagram. It is a graph. But graph have cycles. 

So, we convert it to a more meaningful representation named as a page test tree. 

Adequate security is indispensable as internet bristles with danger. Web testing, web security and cyber 

security are all inter-related terms. To cope with the challenges of the magnitude and sophistication of 

cybercrimes, a new test model and hence a tool is required. In this work, the GraphTreeGen test tool has been 

implemented using NetBeans IDE 7.0. Many test cases have been developed using GraphTreeGen tool for 

website security testing. 

The purpose of this research is to develop and implement a testing tool named as „GraphTreeGen‟ based on 

test model. This tool has been developed using jdk1.7 and NetBeans IDE 7.0. The test suite is stored in a file 

of Notepad++ 6.2.3. Thus, GraphTreeGen test tool is implemented. The tool uses path based testing approach. 

It uses both black box as well as white box testing approach at tandem. Different test paths are generated for 

different case studies (Website- Under-Test) considered in this work. It ensures better test coverage as it 

combines both black box and white box approaches to increase website and web applications security. 

The purpose of this work is to locate website errors using path testing before a customer finds the one for you 

[4]. Seeing the cyber crime rise on the horizon today, increasing vulnerabilities and thus easy hacking, a new 

test tool is the need today. 

 

2. Literature Review 

Several model-based website testing tools have been developed and implemented in the literature. Some of the 

literature survey follows: 

1. In 2000, B.M. Subraya and S.V. Subramanya [11] used a performance testing. They decomposed the 

behavior of a website into testable components. Testing based on behaviors is not as significant as their 

state changes are concerned. 

2. In 2001, Fillipo Ricca and Paolo Tonella [10] analyzed that the Web page is a basic unit of any website. 

Web pages can be static or dynamic. A test case for a web application is a sequence of pages to be visited. 
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They use white-box testing criteria like page testing, hyperlink testing, and definition use testing, all-uses 

testing and all-paths testing on websites. They use path expressions and node-reduction algorithms. Two 

tools Reweb and TestWeb have been developed. The all-path testing criterion is achieved and only basis 

independent paths are considered. 

3. In 2002, M. Benedikt [12] built VeriWeb, a dynamic navigation testing tool for web applications. It 

explores sequences of links in web applications by non-deterministically searching action sequences. It 

starts from given URL. VeriWeb‟s test is based on graphs where nodes are Web pages and edges are 

explicit HTML links. 

4. In 2003, S. Elbaum [13] used user sessions data to generate test cases for web applications. It is the input 

data collected and remembered from previous user sessions. This data is captured from HTML forms. It 

can help produce effective test-suites at lesser costs. 

5. In 2004, A. Andrews [14] describes a method deriving tests from FSMs. Web applications can be 

completely modeled using FSMs but even simple applications can suffer from problem of state space 

explosion. 

6. In 2004, Eric Y. K. Chan and Y. T. Yu [15] used a classification tree method (CTM) as the black-box 

criterion and “same path” as white box criterion. CTM are hierarchical trees that are based on classes. No 

web pages are considered. 

7. In 2008, Zhongsheng Qian, Huaikou Miao, Hongwei Zeng [16], used page flow graphs and page test trees 

to derive the test paths for black box navigational testing. The path expressions are used to generate all 

test paths. And translate them into a test specification which is an input to the test engine. The test engine         

generates test cases, executes them and finally produces the test report. No consideration of white box 

testing is considered. 

8. In 2008, Jingxian Gu, Lei Xu, Baowen Xu, Hongji Yang [17], applied traditional Module-to-Module path 

based strategy to component based web application. So, they extended Module-to-Module path testing 

method. They stressed that normally, Module-to-Module path always starts from the main function and 

ends at the main function but paths in component-based web application can start from one page and end 

at another page without return paths. But this testing is not very intelligent. 

9. In 2009, Bo Song and Huaikou Miao [18] developed navigation model to generate test. But it is a directed 

graph and graphs have problems like cycle. So, extended FSM (EFSM) is difficult to use. It will generate 

a set of test cases with redundancy. So, a FSM test tree (FSM-TT) is suggested here. Shorter test 

sequences can be generated without loss of states. A FSM-TT is a spanning tree constructed from EFSMs. 

But this sequence of paths has not been utilized further except for generation of black-box paths for 

testing. 

10. In 2009, Wenhua Wang, Yu Lei, Sreedevi Sampath, Raghu Kacker, Rick Kuhn and James Lawerence [7], 

modeled the navigational structure of a dynamic web application. They presented a combinatorial 

approach to building a navigation graph. They used abstract URLs to control the page explosion problem. 

Pages are abstracted based on their URLs instead of their contents. They devised an algorithm to build 

web navigation graph. Also a prototype tool, called Tansuo was implemented in Java to explore complete 

navigation structures. 

11. In 2010, Hui-Zhong Shi, Bo Chen and Ling Yu [19] combined both black box and white-box testing to 

develop a new, general framework of web security evaluation. No consideration on Basis Path testing is 

considered. 

12. In 2010, Nicha Kosindrdecha, JiraPun Daengdej [20] derive test cases from state chart diagrams. This is a 

UML based diagram from which test sequences are generated to test a web application. 

13. In 2011, Alejandra Garrido, Gustavo Rossi [21], did refactorings (small changes) intended to improve 

usability in web applications. They define navigation model refactorings as making small changes to the 

web navigational model in order to provide better node traversing. 
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14. Ali Mesbah and Arie van Deursen [22] use a schema-based clustering technique. It draws a navigational 

model of web applications identifies those user interfaces components using which they could migrate to a 

single-page Ajax interface. They developed RETJAX tool to accomplish this task. 

15.  Danny Roest, Ali Mesbah and Arie van Deursen [23] apply pipelined oracle comparators to cope with the 

dynamic behavior of a website. They developed a CRAWLJAX tool for the same. They further modified 

this tool by developing and adding some more plugins (collectively known as ATUSA) for invariant-

based testing and test suite generation. But no focus on security is made. 

 

Comparison with other Path Testing tools 

1. Mc Cabe and his colleagues [8] have developed a path testing tool, McCabeIQ. It tests the source code 

based on every possible path. But it uses only the white box testing technique of testing. It does not 

consider Gray box testing. No consideration of TDD is done. For both types of testing, a new test suite is 

derived. This is time consuming and resource consuming too. 

2. T.K. Wijayasiriwardhane, P.G. Wijayarathna and D. D. Karunarathna [9] have built a tool named as 

PathTester to automate the test cases generation process for performing basis path testing. This tool takes 

program flowchart as the input and converts it to its corresponding flowgraph. It has Test Case Generator 

module which is invoked for each path stored in the basis set data structure. But it has some limitations 

too. This tool is applicable for a program with a single entry and single exit points only. It does not 

consider website or its navigational structure at all.  

3. M. Benedikt [3] built a VeriWeb tool. It is a dynamic navigation test tool for testing web applications. It 

explores sequences of links in web applications (starting from a given URL) in form of a graph. But 

graphs are problematic as they contain cycles and thus our websites will grow unwieldy. 

 

3. Proposed Work 

A parameterized GrayBox Test (PGT) is simply a method that takes all website-related parameters, calls the 

code under test. Given a PGT written in JAVA2 language, GraphTreeGen automatically produces a small test 

suite with high code coverage. GraphTreeGen performs a path bounded model-checking. According to the 

IBM latest report, model-based software testing is the best approach of testing source codes of websites today. 

Unit testing is becoming very popular these days. A recent survey at Microsoft indicated that 79% of 

developers use unit tests. Unit tests are written to document customer requirements, to reflect design 

decisions, to protect against changes and also (as a part of testing process) to produce a test suite with high 

code coverage that gives confidence in the correctness of the tested code [2]. As Test-driven Development 

(TDD) is being emphasized in GraphTreeGen tool so unit testing too becomes an integral part of this tool.  

Some test path based customized tools like PathTester test C/C++ programs but do not test websites and web 

applications. This is so because they have been developed for C/C++ program testing only. Most of the test 

execution frameworks automate only test execution but they don‟t automate the task of identifying paths to 

test and hence perform both black box and white-box testing together. In this paper, the focus is on how to 

design, implement and test software using methodology of PGT, supported by the tool—GraphTreeGen.  

GraphTreeGen, an automated test path generator performs both functional (black box) as well as structural 

(white box) testing at tandem. As a result, software development becomes more productive and the software 

quality increases. GraphTreeGen produces a small test suite (minimized) with high code coverage from PGT.  

The GraphGen Test Model 

The static and dynamic models of website and web application testing are proposed in [1, 2, 5] by authors, is 

now implemented in JAVA2. It saves time and cost as the test cases and test suites may be reused at tandem. 

A lot of manpower is also reduced as the same set of test paths is being reused for Gray box testing. Testing 

and security have symbiotic associations. GraphTreeGen tool performs more exhaustive testing as it uses 

TDD that is based on unit testing itself. This tool copes with the dynamism of AJAX-based websites too.                                                                                               

The explanation of the three pillars as proposed in figure-1 lies in the point of reference and is detailed below. 
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Figure 1: The Three Pillars of GraphTreeGen Test Model 

Based on the shortcomings of website testing tools, GraphGen tool is developed in this paper. It is based on a 

structured and step wise approach for static as well as dynamic testing of websites. The three pillars depicted 

are namely- 

a) Inputs. 

b) Test Criteria. 

c) Test Case Generation. 

This tool is a procedure for optimizing web application security by identifying objective and vulnerabilities 

and then defining countermeasures to prevent or mitigate the effects of threats to any website. The key to 

GraphGen test tool is not only to prevent vulnerabilities that result from poor coding or errors but also to 

prevent bugs that stem from an inherently insecure design. If the application is certainly missing a certain 

security feature, this is likely a design and test problem that should have been picked by some testing 

mechanism. This tool would certainly act as a security aid.  

GraphGen tool has been designed by constructing the page flow diagrams, page test trees and then getting the 

test paths using basis path testing for the web applications under test. 
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The first pillar, involves the set of inputs that are being used by this tool, that is, Page Flow Diagrams (PFDs), 

Page Test Trees (PTTs), Navigational structure and trees (figure-2). 

The second pillar involves the test criteria used by this tool like All-path-coverage, minimization of test paths, 

basis path testing and the source code (figure-2). 

The third pillar involves the Paths from PTT, reusing of the black box generated test paths for white box 

testing of websites and finally, the test case generation (figure-2). 

Data Structures used 

Arrays, ArrayLists, Sets, Containers, Swing Components, Inbuilt classes of Java. 

Operating System used 

WIN-XP 

Software Platforms used 

JDK 1.7, NetBeans 7.0, Notepad++ 6.2.3 

INPUTS: WEB GRAPH—number of nodes and edges from the user. 

OUTPUTS: Basis Independent Test Paths, Reduced Test Paths and Reduced Test Cases. 

Implementation-Algorithm: (algo_GraphTreeGen) 

Step-1: Read the graph edges and nodes. 

Step-2: Traverse this graph. Start from the root node. Keep exploring each node depthwise till you reach the 

last (or exit or sink or leaf) node. Repeat this recursively till the entire graph is explored. This gives a tree. The 

function   walker( ) in this GraphTreeGen tool performs this step. 

Step-3: Display all paths explored from source node till sink node. The function drawPaths( ) in this 

GraphTreeGen tool performs this step. 

Step-4: Now reduce these paths. The function reducePaths( ) in this GraphTreeGen tool performs this step. 

Step-5: Store all these paths (reduced as well as non-reduced) in some data stores (say, a file) so that a test-

report may be generated. 

Step-6: Reuse these paths for white-box testing of websites now to get test suites. 

Some code snippets for the tool proposed and developed in this paper as given below along with the test suites 

and test reports.  

Code Snapshots for the GraphTreeGen Tool 

// code for function walker( ) 

class GraphWalker<T> 

      { 

 ……….   

      } 

Similarly, the function drawPaths( ) looks as follows:- 

private static void drawPaths(JComponent frame,String labelString ,ArrayList<ArrayList<String>> paths) 

  { 

   …….. 

  } 

   

Similarly, the function reducePaths( ) is as follows:- 

public ArrayList<ArrayList<String>> getReducedPaths(ArrayList<ArrayList<String>> nodesList) 

  {  

   for(ArrayList<String> node : iterationList) 
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    { 

     //check if present in actualtList 

    } 

The set of test cases (test suites) so obtained after running the GraphTreeGen tool are as follows:- 

The functional test cases with positive testing:- 

Table 1: Positive Testing (Test Cases) 
Project 

Name: 

ONLINE SHOPPING Test Type: Functional-Test cases-Positive     

Module 

Name: 

LOGIN FORM TEST CASE SUMMARY Test Case Template Version:    

2.0 

          

Pre. 

requisites

: 

    Created By: RAJIV 

CHOPRA 

Modifi

ed By: 

  Reviewed 

By: 

  Approv

ed By: 

  

Set. up 

Conditio

ns: 

OS Browsers Other Created On: 04-06-

2013 

Modifi

ed On: 

  Reviewed 

On: 

  Approv

ed On: 

  

Client>> Win XP Google 

Chrome 

                  

Server>>                      

Total 

number 

of Test 

Cases: 

10                     

Test Case 

ID 

Req.#   

(SRS/ERD 

Ref No.) 

Test Case 

Descriptio

n 

Test Steps 

(INPUTS) 

Expected 

Results 

(OUTPUTS) 

Observed 

Results 

(OUTPUT

S) 

Test 

Priorit

y 

Actual 

Results  

Match(Yes/

No) 

Test 

Statu

s 

(Pass 

/ 

Fail) 

Bug ID Remar

ks  

TC01   To verify 

that login 

name on 

login page 

must be 

greater 

than 3 

characters

.                                               

1. Enter 

login name 

less than 3 

characters( 

e.g. a, a1) 

and 

password 

and click 

submit 

button 

(BVA). 

An error 

message "Login 

Not less than 3 

characters" 

Error 

message-

"Login 

Not less 

than 3 

characters

" is 

displayed. 

High Same 

as 

expecte

d. 

Yes PAS

S 

    

      2. Enter 

login name 4 

characters 

(eg abcd) 

and 

password 

and click 

submit 

button 

(BVA). 

Login successful 

or error 

message is 

displayed. 

Error 

message-

"Invalid 

login or 

Password 

" is 

displayed. 

High Same 

as 

expecte

d. 

Yes PAS

S 

    

TC02   To verify 

that login 

name on 

login page 

should not 

be greater 

than 12 

characters

. 

1.  Enter 

Login name 

greater than 

12 

characters 

and 

password 

and click 

submit 

button 

(BVA). 

Error message 

"Login NOT 

greater than 12 

characters" 

must be 

displayed.    

Error 

message 

"Login 

Not 

greater 

than 12 

characters

" is 

displayed. 

 

   

   

High Same 

as 

expecte

d. 

Yes PAS

S 

    

      2. Enter 

login name 

less than 12 

characters 

and 

password 

and click 

Submit 

button 

(BVA). 

Login successful 

or error 

message must 

be displayed. 

Login 

successful 

or error 

message 

"Invalid 

Login or 

Password

" 

displayed. 

High Same 

as 

expecte

d. 

Yes PAS

S 
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TC03   To verify 

that 

password 

on login 

page must 

allow 

special 

characters 

(Data 

Validation

s). 

1. Enter 

password 

with special 

characters 

(eg. ! @ _ & 

* - P) login 

name and 

click Submit 

button. 

2. Leave it 

blank. 

1. Login 

successful or 

error message 

Invalid Login or 

Password" must 

be displayed.               

2. It should give 

error-"Cannot 

be blank.                      

1. Login 

successful 

or an 

error 

message 

"Invalid 

Login or 

Password

" is 

displayed. 

2. It 

accepts it. 

High Same 

as 

expecte

d. 

No FAI

L 

    

TC04   To verify 

that 

hyperlinks 

on login 

page are 

working 

or NOT 

(e.g. 

broken 

links, 

embedded 

links, 

interior 

links, 

exterior 

links) 

1. Click 

Home link. 

2. Click Sign 

Up link. 

3. Click New 

Users link. 

4. Click on 

the 'Forget 

Password 

link' on login 

form. 

5. Click 

'back link' 

present on 

each page. 

1. Home Page 

must be 

displayed.          

2. Sign Up page 

must be 

displayed.          

3. New Users 

Registration 

form must be 

displayed.  4. 

Password 

Retrieval Page 

must be 

displayed.               

5. The 

appropriate 

page is 

displayed.             

1. Home 

Page is 

displayed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

2. Sign up 

page 

displayed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

3. New 

Users 

Registrati

on form is 

displayed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                

4. 

Password 

Retrieval 

Page not 

displayed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

5. 

Appropria

te page is 

displayed. 

Low                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Low                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Low                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Mediu

m                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

High 

Same 

as 

expecte

d. 

Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

No                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Yes 

PAS

S                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

PAS

S                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

PAS

S                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

FAI

L                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

PAS

S 

    

TC05   To verify 

the 

functionali

ty of 

Submit 

button 

Enter user 

name, 

password 

and click on 

Submit 

button. 

1. It should 

display 

Welcome page if 

details are 

correct.   2. It 

should display 

same page with 

error message if 

details are 

incorrect. 

1. 

Displays 

Welcome 

Page. 

2. 

Displays 

same page 

with error 

message if 

details are 

incorrect. 

High                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

High 

Same 

as 

expecte

d. 

Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Yes                      

PAS

S                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

PAS

S            

    

TC06   To verify 

the 

functionali

ty of 

Cancel 

button 

Click Cancel 

button. 

It should clear 

the text fields. 

It clears 

the text 

fields. 

Mediu

m 

Same 

as 

expecte

d. 

Yes PAS

S 

    

TC07   To verify 

GUI.  

1. Check 

fonts and 

sizes 

throughout 

the webpage. 

2. Check 

button sizes. 

3. Check 

position of 

buttons and 

text fields. 

1. It should be 

same 

throughout 

page.     2. They 

should be of 

same size.              

3. They should 

appear at 

proper position. 

1. It is Not 

same.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

2. They 

are of 

same size.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

3. They 

appear at 

proper 

position. 

Low              

Low              

Low                   

Same 

as 

expecte

d. 

No                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Yes 

FAI

L                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

PAS

S                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

PAS

S 

    

TC08   To verify 

navigation

s on login 

form. 

1. Navigate 

using 'tab' 

from one 

field to 

another. 

2. Click on 

all links on 

login page. 

1. The user 

follows the 

correct 

sequence while 

navigating from 

one field to 

another. 2. 

Appropriate 

horizontal and 

vertical scroll 

bars are 

displayed. 

1. Tab key 

works 

correctly.                                  

2. 

Appropria

te 

horizontal 

and 

vertical 

scroll bars 

are 

displayed. 

High                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

High 

Same 

as 

expecte

d. 

Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Yes 

PAS

S                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

PAS

S 
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TC09   To verify 

the 

security of 

login page 

(Security 

Testing) 

1. Login with 

same 

account 

from 

different 

machines 

simultaneous

ly. 

2. User 

Registers. 

3. User logs 

out of a 

secured 

website. 

1. If allowed, 

display proper 

messages.                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

2. If Not allowed 

then also 

display proper 

messages.                                                                                                                                                                                                     

3. If correct 

registration,disp

lay proper 

message.                                                                                                                                                                                                           

4. If incorrect 

registration, 

display proper 

message.                                                                                                                                                                                                       

5. User comes 

out of the 

website. 

Warning 

message should 

be displayed. 

1. If 

allowed, 

proper 

message is 

displayed.           

2. If Not 

allowed 

then also 

proper 

message is 

displayed.                                                            

3. Correct 

registratio

n details, 

Registrati

on is done. 

4. 

Incorrect 

registratio

n details, 

registratio

n is Not 

done.  

High                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

High                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

High                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Low 

Same 

as 

expecte

d. 

Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Yes 

PAS

S                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

PAS

S                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

PAS

S                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

PAS

S 

    

TC010   To verify 

the 

number of 

log-ins 

(load and 

performan

ce testing) 

1. Count 

total number 

of log-ins per 

week/per 

hour/ per 

second. 

2. Count 

number of 

failed logins 

per second. 

1. High count, 

may slow web 

page's execution 

time.                                                                                                                                                                                                             

2. Low count, 

may increase 

page execution 

time.                                                                                                                                                                                                          

3. More failed 

logins, better 

reliability 

testing.                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

4. Lesser failed 

logins, weaker 

reliability 

testing. 

1. High 

count, 

lowers 

execution 

time of 

page.                                                                                                                                                                                                               

2. Low 

count, 

increases 

execution 

time of 

page.                                                                                                                                                                                                           

3. More 

failed 

logins, 

elapsed 

time 

increases.                                                                                                                                                                                                               

4. Lesser 

failed 

logins, 

elapsed 

time 

decreases. 

High                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

High                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

High                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

High 

Same 

as 

expecte

d. 

Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Yes 

PAS

S                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

PAS

S                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

PAS

S                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

PAS

S 

    

a) On the other hand, negative functional test cases are as follows:- 

Table 2: Negative Testing (Test Cases) 

Test Type: Functional-Test Cases-Negative    

Test Case Template 

Version:    2.0 

            

Created By: Rajiv Chopra Modified 

By: 

  Reviewed By:   Approved 

By: 

  

Created On: 05/06/2013 Modified 

On: 

  Reviewed On:   Approved 

On: 

  

                

                

                

Test Data Expected Results Estimate

d  

Executio

n Time 

(Seconds)  

Actual 

Results  

Match(Yes/No

) 

Test 

Status 

(Pass / 

Fail) 

Bug ID Remark

s  
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User Name: XYZ Should display warning 

message "Please enter both 

username and password". 

  Displays 

warning 

message 

"Please 

enter both 

user name 

and 

password". 

Yes PASS     

PassWord = PQR Should display warning 

message "Invalid 

username or password". 

  Displays 

warning 

message 

"Invalid 

user name 

and 

password". 

Yes PASS     

User Name: XYZ &    

Password =ABC                                   

Should display warning 

message "Invalid 

username or password". 

  Displays 

warning 

message 

"Invalid 

user name 

and 

password". 

Yes PASS   

Username=" " &        

Pasword= " " 

Should display warning 

message "Please enter both 

username and password". 

    Yes PASS   

Username=XYZ &        

Pasword= PQR 

Should navigate to 

Welcome screen. 

  navigates to 

welcome 

screen. 

Yes PASS   

b) The test suite below shows all of the results of black box testing and subsequent white box testing of 

websites using GrapTreeGen tool:- 

Table 3: GraphTreeGen Tool based Test Cases 
WHITE BOX TESTING OF BLACK BOX 

TEST PATHS 

      

        

        

ONLINE SHOPPING.COM       

LOGIN FORM       

UNIT (CODE) TESTING         

RAJIV CHOPRA       

07-06-2013       

RAJIV CHOPRA       

07-06-2013       

        

WIN XP       

Google Chrome       

1       

1       

1       

        

EXPECTED OUTPUT OBSERVED OUTPUT MATCH TEST PRIORITY 

MISSING CLOSING QUOTES ERROR 'MISSING QUOTES' is 

displayed 
Yes High  
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The final test report is shown in table-4. 

Table 4: Test Report 
TEST REPORT 

   ACTUAL RESULTS 

Project Name: ONLINE 

SHOPPIN

G 

                  

Module Name: Login Form               

Testing Cycle 1st Cycle 2nd Cycle 3rd Cycle 4th Cycle 5th Cycle 

Tested By: Rajiv 

Chopra 

  Rajiv 

Chopra 

              

Tested on (Date): 04-06-2013                   

verified By: Rajiv 

Chopra 

  Rajiv 

Chopra 

              

verified on (Date):                     

Platform:                     

Operating System: Win XP                   

Browsers: Google 

Chrome 

                  

Build Cycle No.           

Total number of Test 

cases  

10         

Total Executed Test 

Cases | Total "NOT 

RUN" Test cases 

10 0                 

Total PASS Test cases 

| Total FAIL Test 

Cases 

10 0                 

Test Case ID Pass/Fail/

Not Run 

Bug 

ID  

Pass/Fail/

Not Run 

Bug 

ID  

Pass/Fail/

Not Run 

Bug ID  Pass/Fail/

Not Run 

Bug 

ID  

Pass/Fail/

Not Run 

Bug 

ID  

TC1 PASS                   

TC2 PASS                   

TC3 PASS                   

TC4 PASS                   

TC5 PASS                   

TC6 PASS                   

TC7 PASS                   

TC8 PASS                   

TC9 PASS                   

TC10 PASS                   

BBT                     

TC01 PASS                   

TC02 PASS                   

TC03 PASS                   

TC04 PASS                   
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TC05 PASS                   

TC06 PASS                   

TC07 PASS                   

TC08 PASS                   

TC09 PASS                   

TC10 PASS                   

TC4 PASS                   

TC5 PASS                   

TC6 PASS                   

TC7 PASS                   

TC8 PASS                   

TC9 PASS                   

TC10 PASS                   

 

Conclusions  

More reliable testing tools based on model-based testing are the need today among many researchers. This is 

so because more reliable testing tools and processes can bring stability and reliability to core web systems. 

GraphTreeGen tool is a simple and uncluttered yet a powerful tool. The tool proposed in this paper can 

effectively test websites and hence web security. This tool prevents sprawl and enable organizations to deliver 

higher quality products. This paper is a fascinating endeavor to bring awareness about cyber crimes due to 

incomplete testing of websites and web applications and to save the world from such attacks. 
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